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Company: Amadeus

Location: Bogotá

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Job Title

Senior Software Developer

Title

Sr. Software Developer

About Business Area/Department

Bespoke Development and Consultancy provide expert consulting and bespoke

development services to maximize the success of our customers when they use Amadeus

technologies.

Our expert recommendations and tailored solutions accompany our customers when they

want to better integrate our content, products, and solutions within their ecosystem.

Demonstrable expertise in system design.

Strong expertise developing and maintaining high performance Rest APIs and integrating third

party APIS.

Summary of the role

As part of the Context search and Bespoke team, you will be in a multi-functional team in

charge of multiple high-availability services and robotic solutions used by thousands of users

to enhance the traveler's experience during their journey. We are looking for a multi-

platform software engineer with expertise in software and systems development and a

subject matter expert in the architecture, analysis, design, development, and testing of a
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software product following standards and policies. 

In this role, you'll

You will be responsible for the quality of your deliverables by creating appropriate unit tests

and ensuring the code complies with the Amadeus SDLC.

You will have overall technical responsibility for the projects you work on and need to provide

input to your Manager and Director for technical and code design reviews with team members.

Coaching, mentoring, and innovation are essential parts of our organization. You are

expected to help your team grow by providing support and ideas to improve the solution or

the way you work.

You will coordinate with the Product Owner and QA to convey and document software

deliverables and define necessary test scripts and environments. Your position involves

working with production support to support the product once it is implemented in a

production environment.

About the ideal candidate

Computer Science, Computer Engineering (Bachelor degree or Master's degree)

Experience of 5+ years in software development with an emphasis on building online

applications.

Solid knowledge of database, Realtime Back end, and Front End application server

architecture concepts and technologies (Full Stack).

Good understanding of Microservices architecture and distributed systems.

Experience with monitoring, observability tools, testing methodologies, and techniques.

Experience developing software using SCRUM (or other Agile) methodology.

Provide software design & supporting technical/architecture documentation.

Technical Competencies

Strong track record in .Net Framework 4+,entity framework, .Net Core, C#, especially for APIs

(REST/JSON. SOAP/XML) development and integration.



Experience in Microservices architecture and its implementation in cloud providers (AWS or

Azure).

Strong grasp of design patterns.

Proficiency in frond end development using Angular , TypeScript or modern JavaScript

frameworks.

Strong track record in containerization (Docker and orchestration with Kubernetes)

Knowledge in Software lifecycle using in Git/Bitbucket and , Jenkins.

Excellent programming, debugging, and optimization skills in one or more general purpose

programming languages mentioned above.

Perform design and code reviews to ensure high-quality and consistent software

development.

Support QA & technical business analysts during the testing phase, bug fixing, and providing

solutions.

Research and diagnose complex software problems, recommend solutions, and determine

when the programming requirements have been met.

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities

Have the ability to communicate effectively, both verbally and in writing.

Have strong organizational skills with close attention to detail.

Have the ability to analyze objectives and considers options and plans.

Diversity & Inclusion

Amadeus is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer. Qualified applicants will receive

consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex (including pregnancy,

childbirth, or a related medical condition), ancestry, national origin, age, genetic information,

military or veterans status, sexual orientation, gender expression, perception, or identity, marital

status, mental or physical disability status, or any other protected federal, state, or local

status unrelated to performance of work involved.

Amadeus endeavors to make accessible to any and all users. If you would like to contact us



regarding the accessibility of our website or need assistance completing the application

process, please contact us at . This contact information is for accommodation requests only and

cannot be used to inquire about the status of applications.
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